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Spontaneously coherent orbital coupling of
counterrotating exciton polaritons in annular
perovskite microcavities
Jun Wang1, Huawen Xu 1, Rui Su1, Yutian Peng 2, Jinqi Wu1, Timothy C. H. Liew1,3 and Qihua Xiong 2,4

Abstract
Exciton-polariton condensation is regarded as a spontaneous macroscopic quantum phenomenon with phase ordering
and collective coherence. By engineering artificial annular potential landscapes in halide perovskite semiconductor
microcavities, we experimentally and theoretically demonstrate the room-temperature spontaneous formation of a
coherent superposition of exciton-polariton orbital states with symmetric petal-shaped patterns in real space, resulting
from symmetry breaking due to the anisotropic effective potential of the birefringent perovskite crystals. The lobe
numbers of such petal-shaped polariton condensates can be precisely controlled by tuning the annular potential
geometry. These petal-shaped condensates form in multiple orbital states, carrying locked alternating π phase shifts and
vortex–antivortex superposition cores, arising from the coupling of counterrotating exciton-polaritons in the confined
circular waveguide. Our geometrically patterned microcavity exhibits promise for realizing room-temperature
topological polaritonic devices and optical polaritonic switches based on periodic annular potentials.

Introduction
Self-organizing pattern formation phenomena fre-

quently emerge in various interdisciplinary research
fields1,2, such as self-assembly of molecules3 and liquid
crystal ordering in chemistry4. In particular, closed-loop
lasing systems with imposed cylindrical symmetry5–7

exhibit spontaneous pattern formation due to the cou-
pling of the rotation around a closed ring to the phase of a
quantum wavefunction. Periodic boundary conditions
with circular symmetry can establish some phase ordering
and phase locking of the quantum wavefunction at mac-
roscopic scales, giving rise to spatially ordered patterns
in the density distribution. This scheme, assisted by

geometric symmetry, helps to simulate the arrangement
and spontaneous ordering of spins in condensed matter
physics to facilitate the study of the orbital angular
momentum (OAM) of light8–11.
Exciton-polaritons (EPs) are bosonic quasiparticles

generated from the quantum hybridization of excitons
and confined photons. Due to their strong nonlinearity
and low effective mass, EPs can achieve Bose–Einstein
condensation at much higher temperatures than is pos-
sible in ultracold atomic systems12, forming long-range
coherence in a macroscale region13,14. Meanwhile, the
process of condensation through stimulated scattering
exhibits non-equilibrium characteristics, complying with
the competition between loss and gain15. This driven-
dissipative mechanism enables EPs to condense into
macroscopically coherent many-body states16–18, which
allows the spontaneous pattern formation of phase-locked
polariton condensates to emulate 1D ordered spin
chains by means of the phase degree of freedom19–21.
Concurrently, the localization of polaritons via the con-
finement of the photonic components and the sculpting of
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the microstructure in a planar microcavity enables precise
manipulations of not only the intersite coupling of
polariton wavefunctions22,23, but also the OAM24,25.
While most implementations of polariton condensation in
lattices have been limited to cryogenic temperatures due
to the small exciton binding energies in previous sys-
tems26–29, perovskite microcavities30–32 have recently
demonstrated stable EP condensation33 and long-range
coherent polariton condensate flow34 at room tempera-
ture, enabled by stable exciton formation and a high
oscillator strength at room temperature. Thus, EP con-
densates trapped in perovskite microcavities with pro-
grammable geometric or periodic potentials show
promise for the realization of topological polariton
metamaterials35, optical Berry-phase interferometers36,
chiral polariton lenses37, effective optical pendulums38,
and polariton vortex switches39,40 operating at room
temperature.
In this work, we have demonstrated the coupling of

counterrotating polariton flows at room temperature in an
artificially engineered annular potential well. In energy-
momentum space, the energies of the EPs separate into
multiple states with various azimuthal indices l and radial
indices p, which originate from the coherent superposition
of two orbital modes corresponding to clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotation. Through a driven-dissipative mechan-
ism, spontaneous petal-shaped pattern formation of the
polariton density simultaneously occurs into several
selected azimuthal and radial orbital states of the polariton
condensates in one cylindrically symmetric ring structure.
Interference measurements reveal an alternating π phase
shift between neighboring lobes for these petal-shaped
condensates as well as a vortex–antivortex superposition
carrying a net OAM of zero localized inside the annular
potential. Our results demonstrate fully collective coher-
ent macroscopic quantum states that show promise for the
realization of structured photonics and polaritonic vortices
at room temperature.

Results
Our perovskite microcavity structure is depicted in

Fig. 1a. This perovskite microcavity consists of a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR) at the bottom, a gain layer
of cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) perovskite, a pattern-
able spacer layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and another DBR layer on top. The PMMA spacer layer is
spin coated onto the perovskite and sculpted into
microrings by means of e-beam lithography to create
annular potential wells to trap polaritons. As shown in
Fig. 1b, there are three types of uniform microrings, with
diameters of 3, 5, and 10 μm and a width of 1 μm. Figure
1c shows the momentum-space energy-resolved photo-
luminescence (PL) mapping of EPs imaged along the kx
direction at ky= 0 in the annular perovskite microcavity

with a diameter of 3 μm, for which the results are in
agreement with the theoretically calculated dispersion (see
the Supplementary Materials). The polaritonic dispersion
exhibits three parts: a parabolic-like dispersion (above
2.345 eV) and upper (2.315–2.34 eV) and lower (below
2.315 eV) bands. The lower and upper bands correspond
to PL emission from EPs trapped in a PMMA ring, ori-
ginating from coupled orbital modes (COMs) jψp;li with
different azimuthal indices l and radial indices p. The
parabolic-like dispersion corresponds to emission from the
surrounding perovskite microcavity without PMMA,
whose minimum energy is located at 2.345 eV. The
potential depth can be defined as 90meV from the energy
difference between the dispersions of the surrounding
planar microcavities with and without PMMA. The lower
and upper bands display multiple discrete COMs, because
of the elliptical effective potential originating from the
anisotropic effective masses of the perovskite polaritons22.
Every discrete COM is formed by the coupling of two pure
orbital states, corresponding to opposite chiral rotations of
polariton flows. The eigenstates of the COMs are defined
as jψp;l;± i ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p ðe�iφ±

2 jp; lþi þ ei
φ±
2 jp; l�iÞ, where φ± is the

geometric phase of 0 (π) in anisotropic perovskites, ±
corresponds to symmetric or antisymmetric combinations,
and the p; l±j i are pure orbital states (/ e± ilϕ) with OAMs
of ± l�h. Only under external perturbation or symmetry
breaking (i.e., a defect in the structure or an anisotropic
effective mass) will the clockwise and anticlockwise modes
be coupled and separated in energy. As the pumping
exceeds the critical density, the EPs simultaneously con-
dense into multiple coherent COMs via bosonic stimu-
lated scattering, spontaneously establishing phase-ordered
and phase-locked condensates, as shown in Fig. 1d.
To further elucidate the nature of the EP condensates in

such an annular potential well, we recorded real-space and
momentum-space images above the critical threshold (Pth ~
12.6 μJ cm−2). Figure 2a, b show that under strong excita-
tions of 3Pth and 3.2Pth, respectively, the EPs condense into
multiple selected COMs in two perovskite microcavity
samples with different detunings (a: −98 meV, b: −130
meV), where the selected OAMs are determined by the
gain-loss mechanism of non-equilibrium polariton con-
densation. As shown in Fig. 2c–j, the real-space images of
the COMs at different energies (gray horizontal dashed lines
in the symmetric dispersion images in Fig. 2a, b) exhibit
stable annular petal-shaped density distributions with n
lobes for a long time, where the number of lobes is given by
n = 2l. For each given COM, two counterpropagating pure
orbital states jp; l± i are excited simultaneously, resulting in
coherently coupled standing wave patterns (due to defects,
inhomogeneous pumping, or an effective mass anisotropy;
see the Supplementary Materials). Under the same linear
polarization, every COM possesses two mutually orthogonal
patterns (they are eigenstates). As the condensate energy
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level rises, the number of lobes sequentially increases, and
the COMs are sequentially arranged in energy from jψ0;2i to
jψ0;8i. When the energy of the condensates reaches a cer-
tain energy, a higher-order COM jψ1;3i with a radial index
of p = 1 appears between jψ0;7i and jψ0;8i, forming the
double-annulus-shaped pattern seen in Fig. 2i. As shown in
Fig. 2k–r, such real-space patterns can be well reproduced
in theoretical calculations by solving the time-independent
driven-dissipative Schrodinger equation:

� �h2∇2
x

2mx
� �h2∇2

y

2my
þ V rð Þ þ iW rð Þ

� �
jψp;l;± i

¼ Ep;l;± jψp;l;± i
ð1Þ

where mx and my are the effective polariton masses along
the two axes (the ratio of mx/my = 0.7 ± 0.1 accounts for
the anisotropy of the perovskite)22, V(r) is the ring-shaped
potential, and W(r) is the overall gain-loss profile, which

accounts for the Gaussian-shaped non-resonant pumping
and the different losses inside and outside of the ring-
shaped trap. The eigenstates jψp;l;± i and eigenvalues Ep;l;±

are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.
Starting with the initial state at t = 0, the wavefunction
jψðtÞi of the whole system at any time can be decomposed
into a linear combination of all eigenstates:

jψðtÞi ¼
X
p;l;±

Cp;l;± jψp;l;± ie
�i�ReðEp;l;± ÞtþImðEp;l;± Þt

�h ð2Þ

where the eigenvalues are separated into real and
imaginary parts (Ep;l;± ¼ ReðEp;l;± Þ þ ImðEp;l;± Þ � i),
which determine the frequency and intensity, respectively,
of the field. The states with higher imaginary eigenvalues
possess higher polariton populations (see the Supplemen-
tary Materials). The real-space image and reciprocal-
space dispersion of the polariton condensates are
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and momentum-space imaging of an annular perovskite microcavity. a Schematic representation of an annular
potential well in a CsPbBr3 perovskite microcavity. b Microscopy images of the microrings before the deposition of the top DBR, showing rings with
diameters of 3, 5, and 10 μm and a width of 1 μm. Inset: scanning electron microscopy image of the 3 μm-diameter ring. c Experimental momentum-
space polaritonic dispersion at ky = 0 below the threshold at room temperature. The polaritonic energy is separated into multiple discrete states.
d Schematic representation of the real-space potential profile V(x,y) and the distribution of condensates with different azimuthal indices l. The
polariton condensate exhibits a cylindrically symmetric petal-shaped pattern and alternating phase jumps between adjacent lobes. Up and down
arrows represent the π shifts of the condensates
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the microstructure in a planar microcavity enables precise
manipulations of not only the intersite coupling of
polariton wavefunctions22,23, but also the OAM24,25.
While most implementations of polariton condensation in
lattices have been limited to cryogenic temperatures due
to the small exciton binding energies in previous sys-
tems26–29, perovskite microcavities30–32 have recently
demonstrated stable EP condensation33 and long-range
coherent polariton condensate flow34 at room tempera-
ture, enabled by stable exciton formation and a high
oscillator strength at room temperature. Thus, EP con-
densates trapped in perovskite microcavities with pro-
grammable geometric or periodic potentials show
promise for the realization of topological polariton
metamaterials35, optical Berry-phase interferometers36,
chiral polariton lenses37, effective optical pendulums38,
and polariton vortex switches39,40 operating at room
temperature.
In this work, we have demonstrated the coupling of

counterrotating polariton flows at room temperature in an
artificially engineered annular potential well. In energy-
momentum space, the energies of the EPs separate into
multiple states with various azimuthal indices l and radial
indices p, which originate from the coherent superposition
of two orbital modes corresponding to clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotation. Through a driven-dissipative mechan-
ism, spontaneous petal-shaped pattern formation of the
polariton density simultaneously occurs into several
selected azimuthal and radial orbital states of the polariton
condensates in one cylindrically symmetric ring structure.
Interference measurements reveal an alternating π phase
shift between neighboring lobes for these petal-shaped
condensates as well as a vortex–antivortex superposition
carrying a net OAM of zero localized inside the annular
potential. Our results demonstrate fully collective coher-
ent macroscopic quantum states that show promise for the
realization of structured photonics and polaritonic vortices
at room temperature.

Results
Our perovskite microcavity structure is depicted in

Fig. 1a. This perovskite microcavity consists of a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR) at the bottom, a gain layer
of cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) perovskite, a pattern-
able spacer layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and another DBR layer on top. The PMMA spacer layer is
spin coated onto the perovskite and sculpted into
microrings by means of e-beam lithography to create
annular potential wells to trap polaritons. As shown in
Fig. 1b, there are three types of uniform microrings, with
diameters of 3, 5, and 10 μm and a width of 1 μm. Figure
1c shows the momentum-space energy-resolved photo-
luminescence (PL) mapping of EPs imaged along the kx
direction at ky= 0 in the annular perovskite microcavity

with a diameter of 3 μm, for which the results are in
agreement with the theoretically calculated dispersion (see
the Supplementary Materials). The polaritonic dispersion
exhibits three parts: a parabolic-like dispersion (above
2.345 eV) and upper (2.315–2.34 eV) and lower (below
2.315 eV) bands. The lower and upper bands correspond
to PL emission from EPs trapped in a PMMA ring, ori-
ginating from coupled orbital modes (COMs) jψp;li with
different azimuthal indices l and radial indices p. The
parabolic-like dispersion corresponds to emission from the
surrounding perovskite microcavity without PMMA,
whose minimum energy is located at 2.345 eV. The
potential depth can be defined as 90meV from the energy
difference between the dispersions of the surrounding
planar microcavities with and without PMMA. The lower
and upper bands display multiple discrete COMs, because
of the elliptical effective potential originating from the
anisotropic effective masses of the perovskite polaritons22.
Every discrete COM is formed by the coupling of two pure
orbital states, corresponding to opposite chiral rotations of
polariton flows. The eigenstates of the COMs are defined
as jψp;l;± i ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p ðe�iφ±

2 jp; lþi þ ei
φ±
2 jp; l�iÞ, where φ± is the

geometric phase of 0 (π) in anisotropic perovskites, ±
corresponds to symmetric or antisymmetric combinations,
and the p; l±j i are pure orbital states (/ e± ilϕ) with OAMs
of ± l�h. Only under external perturbation or symmetry
breaking (i.e., a defect in the structure or an anisotropic
effective mass) will the clockwise and anticlockwise modes
be coupled and separated in energy. As the pumping
exceeds the critical density, the EPs simultaneously con-
dense into multiple coherent COMs via bosonic stimu-
lated scattering, spontaneously establishing phase-ordered
and phase-locked condensates, as shown in Fig. 1d.
To further elucidate the nature of the EP condensates in

such an annular potential well, we recorded real-space and
momentum-space images above the critical threshold (Pth ~
12.6 μJ cm−2). Figure 2a, b show that under strong excita-
tions of 3Pth and 3.2Pth, respectively, the EPs condense into
multiple selected COMs in two perovskite microcavity
samples with different detunings (a: −98 meV, b: −130
meV), where the selected OAMs are determined by the
gain-loss mechanism of non-equilibrium polariton con-
densation. As shown in Fig. 2c–j, the real-space images of
the COMs at different energies (gray horizontal dashed lines
in the symmetric dispersion images in Fig. 2a, b) exhibit
stable annular petal-shaped density distributions with n
lobes for a long time, where the number of lobes is given by
n = 2l. For each given COM, two counterpropagating pure
orbital states jp; l± i are excited simultaneously, resulting in
coherently coupled standing wave patterns (due to defects,
inhomogeneous pumping, or an effective mass anisotropy;
see the Supplementary Materials). Under the same linear
polarization, every COM possesses two mutually orthogonal
patterns (they are eigenstates). As the condensate energy
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level rises, the number of lobes sequentially increases, and
the COMs are sequentially arranged in energy from jψ0;2i to
jψ0;8i. When the energy of the condensates reaches a cer-
tain energy, a higher-order COM jψ1;3i with a radial index
of p = 1 appears between jψ0;7i and jψ0;8i, forming the
double-annulus-shaped pattern seen in Fig. 2i. As shown in
Fig. 2k–r, such real-space patterns can be well reproduced
in theoretical calculations by solving the time-independent
driven-dissipative Schrodinger equation:

� �h2∇2
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2mx
� �h2∇2
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2my
þ V rð Þ þ iW rð Þ

� �
jψp;l;± i

¼ Ep;l;± jψp;l;± i
ð1Þ

where mx and my are the effective polariton masses along
the two axes (the ratio of mx/my = 0.7 ± 0.1 accounts for
the anisotropy of the perovskite)22, V(r) is the ring-shaped
potential, and W(r) is the overall gain-loss profile, which

accounts for the Gaussian-shaped non-resonant pumping
and the different losses inside and outside of the ring-
shaped trap. The eigenstates jψp;l;± i and eigenvalues Ep;l;±

are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.
Starting with the initial state at t = 0, the wavefunction
jψðtÞi of the whole system at any time can be decomposed
into a linear combination of all eigenstates:

jψðtÞi ¼
X
p;l;±

Cp;l;± jψp;l;± ie
�i�ReðEp;l;± ÞtþImðEp;l;± Þt

�h ð2Þ

where the eigenvalues are separated into real and
imaginary parts (Ep;l;± ¼ ReðEp;l;± Þ þ ImðEp;l;± Þ � i),
which determine the frequency and intensity, respectively,
of the field. The states with higher imaginary eigenvalues
possess higher polariton populations (see the Supplemen-
tary Materials). The real-space image and reciprocal-
space dispersion of the polariton condensates are
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and momentum-space imaging of an annular perovskite microcavity. a Schematic representation of an annular
potential well in a CsPbBr3 perovskite microcavity. b Microscopy images of the microrings before the deposition of the top DBR, showing rings with
diameters of 3, 5, and 10 μm and a width of 1 μm. Inset: scanning electron microscopy image of the 3 μm-diameter ring. c Experimental momentum-
space polaritonic dispersion at ky = 0 below the threshold at room temperature. The polaritonic energy is separated into multiple discrete states.
d Schematic representation of the real-space potential profile V(x,y) and the distribution of condensates with different azimuthal indices l. The
polariton condensate exhibits a cylindrically symmetric petal-shaped pattern and alternating phase jumps between adjacent lobes. Up and down
arrows represent the π shifts of the condensates
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represented by jhrjψðtÞij2 and the Fourier-transformed
state jhkjψðtÞij2, respectively.
To quantitatively characterize the formation process of

the EP condensates, we demonstrate the evolution of the

PL intensity, linewidth, and energy blueshift, which are
extracted from the emission spectra of the condensation
state at the fixed in-plane wavevector as functions of the
pump fluence. In Fig. 3a, when the pump fluence crosses
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the threshold of Pth = 12.6 μJ cm−2, an unambiguous
superlinear increase in the PL intensity by three orders of
magnitude is observed, enhanced by the stimulated scat-
tering of polaritons directly from the pumping position. In
Fig. 3b, the polariton emission first exhibits an increase in
linewidth to 7.5 meV below the threshold and then
evolves abruptly into a narrow peak with a linewidth of
2.7 meV at the threshold, indicating a spontaneous build-
up of temporal coherence in the polariton condensates.
The non-resonant pumping excites the global exciton
reservoir; subsequently, the excitons relax and couple
to geometrically constrained photon modes, enabling
the trapping of polaritons in the annulus. In the low-
polariton-density regime, the polariton emission has a
doughnut shape (left inset of Fig. 3a) due to an incoherent
superposition of many weakly populated modes in the
entire annulus below the threshold, with an intensity of
P

p;l;± ψp;l;±

���
E���
���
2
exp �Ep;l;±

kbT

� �
. In a sufficiently high-

density regime, the polariton population reaches and
exceeds a critical condensation density, and polariton
condensates spontaneously form coherent petal-shaped
patterns in multiple selected COMs. With increasing
pump fluence, the polariton emission energy exhibits
a continuous blueshift due to the nonlinear repulsive
polariton–polariton and polariton–exciton reservoir
interactions in the annular potential well. Modulating the
diameter of the annulus by patterning during fabrication
enables the formation of petal-shaped condensates with
an arbitrary even number of lobes, as shown in Fig. 3c–f.
The geometric parameters of the annular potential
determine the energy interval between adjacent discrete
COMs. A larger ring diameter gives rise to a smaller
energy interval and a larger azimuthal or radial index of
the observed condensates (see the Supplementary Mate-
rials). The lateral cut-off boundary in the image in Fig. 3f
is attributed to the signal exceeding the collection range of
the spectrometer slit.
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represented by jhrjψðtÞij2 and the Fourier-transformed
state jhkjψðtÞij2, respectively.
To quantitatively characterize the formation process of

the EP condensates, we demonstrate the evolution of the

PL intensity, linewidth, and energy blueshift, which are
extracted from the emission spectra of the condensation
state at the fixed in-plane wavevector as functions of the
pump fluence. In Fig. 3a, when the pump fluence crosses
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the threshold of Pth = 12.6 μJ cm−2, an unambiguous
superlinear increase in the PL intensity by three orders of
magnitude is observed, enhanced by the stimulated scat-
tering of polaritons directly from the pumping position. In
Fig. 3b, the polariton emission first exhibits an increase in
linewidth to 7.5 meV below the threshold and then
evolves abruptly into a narrow peak with a linewidth of
2.7 meV at the threshold, indicating a spontaneous build-
up of temporal coherence in the polariton condensates.
The non-resonant pumping excites the global exciton
reservoir; subsequently, the excitons relax and couple
to geometrically constrained photon modes, enabling
the trapping of polaritons in the annulus. In the low-
polariton-density regime, the polariton emission has a
doughnut shape (left inset of Fig. 3a) due to an incoherent
superposition of many weakly populated modes in the
entire annulus below the threshold, with an intensity of
P

p;l;± ψp;l;±

���
E���
���
2
exp �Ep;l;±

kbT

� �
. In a sufficiently high-

density regime, the polariton population reaches and
exceeds a critical condensation density, and polariton
condensates spontaneously form coherent petal-shaped
patterns in multiple selected COMs. With increasing
pump fluence, the polariton emission energy exhibits
a continuous blueshift due to the nonlinear repulsive
polariton–polariton and polariton–exciton reservoir
interactions in the annular potential well. Modulating the
diameter of the annulus by patterning during fabrication
enables the formation of petal-shaped condensates with
an arbitrary even number of lobes, as shown in Fig. 3c–f.
The geometric parameters of the annular potential
determine the energy interval between adjacent discrete
COMs. A larger ring diameter gives rise to a smaller
energy interval and a larger azimuthal or radial index of
the observed condensates (see the Supplementary Mate-
rials). The lateral cut-off boundary in the image in Fig. 3f
is attributed to the signal exceeding the collection range of
the spectrometer slit.
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To study the phase distribution of the wavefunction of
the petal-shaped condensates in such an annular per-
ovskite microcavity, we characterized the interferogram of
the COMs with a radial index of zero. EP condensation is
accompanied by a phase transition from thermal phases
below the threshold to a condensed phase above the
threshold, which indicates a spontaneous build-up of
long-range order manifesting as collective coherence
covering the entire condensate region. In our experiment,
the real-space image of the petal-shaped condensates
above the threshold was sent into a Michelson inter-
ferometer, and the signal superimposed with its cen-
trosymmetrically inverted image was collected. Figure 4a
exhibits clear interference fringes of jψ0;6i throughout the
whole annulus region, manifesting the spontaneous build-
up of long-range spatial coherence between two cen-
trosymmetric points on the ring. The interference fringes
between adjacent lobes of the petal-shaped polariton
condensates are discontinuous and staggered into stripes
(Fig. 4b), which implies the existence of a π phase shift
between each pair of adjacent lobes. Since l = 6 is an even
number, the phases between the original and cen-
trosymmetric inverted lobes are consistent. Due to the
minor displacement between two centrosymmetric ima-
ges (see the Supplementary Materials), simultaneous
overlapping of one lobe with its two neighboring lobes
with a π phase difference results in the staggered inter-
ference fringes of the polariton condensates. In Fig. 4c, the
corresponding phase simulation of the condensates shows
that each lobe of the 12-lobe COM possesses a well-
defined phase and theoretically exhibits a phase shift on
the order of π between every two adjacent lobes (as shown
by the phase inside the annulus, outlined by white dashed
concentric circles), stemming from the periodic boundary
conditions constraining the wavefunctions. Here, the
polariton density of the interference image is defined as:

I ¼ rjψp;l

D E
þ �rjψp;l

D E
eik�R

���
���
2 ð3Þ

where h�rjψp;li is the centrosymmetric inverted state and
R is the optical path difference between the original and
inverted images. Moreover, every single pure orbital mode
possesses an OAM with a helically propagating phase
promising a vortex core7; thus, jp; lþi and jp; l�i carry left-
handed and right-handed vortices, respectively, with oppo-
site topological charges of ±l. However, the net OAMs
of their coupled states jψp;li are zero, leading to a
vortex–antivortex superposition in the center of the annulus,
which proves that the petal-shaped condensates originate
from the coherent coupling of two opposite rotational states.
At low momenta, the linear polarization splitting is
dominant over the effective mass anisotropy. Consequently,
the COMs possess different linear polarizations for a given

OAM lj j; two spatially orthogonal patterns can arise for each
given polarization (due to disorder or the mass anisotropy
itself). When linear polarization splitting is considered in the
system, Eq. (1) is modified as follows:

� �h2∇2
x

2mx
� �h2∇2

y

2my
þ V rð Þ þ iW rð Þ

� �
ψp;l;±

���
E
V;H

þ δ ψp;l;±

���
E
H;V

¼ Ep;l;± ψp;l;±

���
E
V;H

ð4Þ

where δ is the strength of the linear polarization splitting
and V and H represent the vertical and horizontal linear
polarizations, respectively; more details are shown in the
Supplementary Materials (Fig. S8). Figure 4d, e exhibit
two orthogonal linearly polarized real-space patterns of
the same OAM ( lj j ¼ 3), which are jψ0;3;þiV and jψ0;3;�iH
and display orthogonal pattern distributions. These two
COM eigenstates can be represented by two endpoints of
the x-axis on the equator of the OAM Poincaré sphere for
linear polarization9,11. By utilizing polarization splitting
and symmetry breaking, one can manipulate the eigen-
states to create more orbital states on the OAM Poincaré
sphere. Such spontaneously formed patterns of polariton
condensates unambiguously demonstrate a symmetric
and alternating antiphase ordering.

Discussion
In summary, we have implemented the coupling of

counterrotating EP flows in an artificial engineered annular
perovskite microcavity at room temperature. The coupling
of two opposite rotational orbital modes leads to the for-
mation of a phase-locked petal-shaped pattern in real space
and multiple discrete EP condensate states in momentum
space, due to the symmetry breaking caused by the ani-
sotropic effective mass. These patterns of coupled states
display stable alternating π phase shifts between neigh-
boring lobes as well as a vortex–antivortex superposition
localized in the core of the annulus, which is highly sus-
ceptible to defects and potential disorder. The investigation
of such macroscopic quantum states with collective
coherence in a solid-state system can facilitate the study of
structured photonics and polaritonic vortices at room
temperature. The scheme used to pattern the polariton
potentials into arbitrary geometries lays the foundation for
exploring optical topological polariton devices and polar-
iton switches operating at room temperature.

Materials and methods
Perovskite microcavity fabrication
The bottom DBR, consisting of 30.5 pairs of TiO2 and

SiO2, was grown using an electron beam evaporator. The
perovskite layer was transferred onto the bottom DBR via
a dry-transfer method using cellophane tape. The growth
of CsPbBr3 perovskite single crystals has been described
in our previous reports33. Then, a 61 nm-thick PMMA
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spacer layer was spin coated onto the perovskite layer and
patterned via electron beam lithography. Finally, the top
DBR, consisting of 10.5 pairs of Ta2O5 and SiO2, was
fabricated with the electron beam evaporator.

Optical spectroscopy characterization
The real-space and momentum-space PL images of

polariton emission were detected using a micro-PL setup
with a Fourier imaging configuration, collected through a
50× objective, and then sent to a spectrometer equipped
with a grating of 600 lines/mm and a liquid nitrogen-
cooled charge-coupled device of 256 × 1024 pixels. In the
linear regime, the perovskite microcavity was non-
resonantly excited by a continuous wave laser of 457 nm
with a pump spot of ~15 μm. In the nonlinear regime,
real-space and momentum-space images of the samples

were characterized under non-resonant excitation using a
pulsed laser of 400 nm, with a pump spot of ~21 μm. The
pulse duration was 100 fs, and the repetition rate was
1 kHz. Energy-selected real-space images were measured
using a narrow laser line filter with a linewidth of
approximately 1 nm on the detection path. The long-
range spatial coherence was measured using a Michelson
interferometer (the details of the setup are shown in the
Supplementary Materials).
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To study the phase distribution of the wavefunction of
the petal-shaped condensates in such an annular per-
ovskite microcavity, we characterized the interferogram of
the COMs with a radial index of zero. EP condensation is
accompanied by a phase transition from thermal phases
below the threshold to a condensed phase above the
threshold, which indicates a spontaneous build-up of
long-range order manifesting as collective coherence
covering the entire condensate region. In our experiment,
the real-space image of the petal-shaped condensates
above the threshold was sent into a Michelson inter-
ferometer, and the signal superimposed with its cen-
trosymmetrically inverted image was collected. Figure 4a
exhibits clear interference fringes of jψ0;6i throughout the
whole annulus region, manifesting the spontaneous build-
up of long-range spatial coherence between two cen-
trosymmetric points on the ring. The interference fringes
between adjacent lobes of the petal-shaped polariton
condensates are discontinuous and staggered into stripes
(Fig. 4b), which implies the existence of a π phase shift
between each pair of adjacent lobes. Since l = 6 is an even
number, the phases between the original and cen-
trosymmetric inverted lobes are consistent. Due to the
minor displacement between two centrosymmetric ima-
ges (see the Supplementary Materials), simultaneous
overlapping of one lobe with its two neighboring lobes
with a π phase difference results in the staggered inter-
ference fringes of the polariton condensates. In Fig. 4c, the
corresponding phase simulation of the condensates shows
that each lobe of the 12-lobe COM possesses a well-
defined phase and theoretically exhibits a phase shift on
the order of π between every two adjacent lobes (as shown
by the phase inside the annulus, outlined by white dashed
concentric circles), stemming from the periodic boundary
conditions constraining the wavefunctions. Here, the
polariton density of the interference image is defined as:

I ¼ rjψp;l

D E
þ �rjψp;l

D E
eik�R

���
���
2 ð3Þ

where h�rjψp;li is the centrosymmetric inverted state and
R is the optical path difference between the original and
inverted images. Moreover, every single pure orbital mode
possesses an OAM with a helically propagating phase
promising a vortex core7; thus, jp; lþi and jp; l�i carry left-
handed and right-handed vortices, respectively, with oppo-
site topological charges of ±l. However, the net OAMs
of their coupled states jψp;li are zero, leading to a
vortex–antivortex superposition in the center of the annulus,
which proves that the petal-shaped condensates originate
from the coherent coupling of two opposite rotational states.
At low momenta, the linear polarization splitting is
dominant over the effective mass anisotropy. Consequently,
the COMs possess different linear polarizations for a given

OAM lj j; two spatially orthogonal patterns can arise for each
given polarization (due to disorder or the mass anisotropy
itself). When linear polarization splitting is considered in the
system, Eq. (1) is modified as follows:
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2mx
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þ V rð Þ þ iW rð Þ

� �
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V;H

þ δ ψp;l;±
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E
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¼ Ep;l;± ψp;l;±
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V;H

ð4Þ

where δ is the strength of the linear polarization splitting
and V and H represent the vertical and horizontal linear
polarizations, respectively; more details are shown in the
Supplementary Materials (Fig. S8). Figure 4d, e exhibit
two orthogonal linearly polarized real-space patterns of
the same OAM ( lj j ¼ 3), which are jψ0;3;þiV and jψ0;3;�iH
and display orthogonal pattern distributions. These two
COM eigenstates can be represented by two endpoints of
the x-axis on the equator of the OAM Poincaré sphere for
linear polarization9,11. By utilizing polarization splitting
and symmetry breaking, one can manipulate the eigen-
states to create more orbital states on the OAM Poincaré
sphere. Such spontaneously formed patterns of polariton
condensates unambiguously demonstrate a symmetric
and alternating antiphase ordering.

Discussion
In summary, we have implemented the coupling of

counterrotating EP flows in an artificial engineered annular
perovskite microcavity at room temperature. The coupling
of two opposite rotational orbital modes leads to the for-
mation of a phase-locked petal-shaped pattern in real space
and multiple discrete EP condensate states in momentum
space, due to the symmetry breaking caused by the ani-
sotropic effective mass. These patterns of coupled states
display stable alternating π phase shifts between neigh-
boring lobes as well as a vortex–antivortex superposition
localized in the core of the annulus, which is highly sus-
ceptible to defects and potential disorder. The investigation
of such macroscopic quantum states with collective
coherence in a solid-state system can facilitate the study of
structured photonics and polaritonic vortices at room
temperature. The scheme used to pattern the polariton
potentials into arbitrary geometries lays the foundation for
exploring optical topological polariton devices and polar-
iton switches operating at room temperature.

Materials and methods
Perovskite microcavity fabrication
The bottom DBR, consisting of 30.5 pairs of TiO2 and

SiO2, was grown using an electron beam evaporator. The
perovskite layer was transferred onto the bottom DBR via
a dry-transfer method using cellophane tape. The growth
of CsPbBr3 perovskite single crystals has been described
in our previous reports33. Then, a 61 nm-thick PMMA
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spacer layer was spin coated onto the perovskite layer and
patterned via electron beam lithography. Finally, the top
DBR, consisting of 10.5 pairs of Ta2O5 and SiO2, was
fabricated with the electron beam evaporator.

Optical spectroscopy characterization
The real-space and momentum-space PL images of

polariton emission were detected using a micro-PL setup
with a Fourier imaging configuration, collected through a
50× objective, and then sent to a spectrometer equipped
with a grating of 600 lines/mm and a liquid nitrogen-
cooled charge-coupled device of 256 × 1024 pixels. In the
linear regime, the perovskite microcavity was non-
resonantly excited by a continuous wave laser of 457 nm
with a pump spot of ~15 μm. In the nonlinear regime,
real-space and momentum-space images of the samples

were characterized under non-resonant excitation using a
pulsed laser of 400 nm, with a pump spot of ~21 μm. The
pulse duration was 100 fs, and the repetition rate was
1 kHz. Energy-selected real-space images were measured
using a narrow laser line filter with a linewidth of
approximately 1 nm on the detection path. The long-
range spatial coherence was measured using a Michelson
interferometer (the details of the setup are shown in the
Supplementary Materials).
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Nanoprinted high-neuron-density optical linear
perceptrons performing near-infrared inference on
a CMOS chip
Elena Goi1,2, Xi Chen1, Qiming Zhang1, Benjamin P. Cumming2, Steffen Schoenhardt1, Haitao Luan1 and Min Gu 1,2

Abstract
Optical machine learning has emerged as an important research area that, by leveraging the advantages inherent to
optical signals, such as parallelism and high speed, paves the way for a future where optical hardware can process data
at the speed of light. In this work, we present such optical devices for data processing in the form of single-layer
nanoscale holographic perceptrons trained to perform optical inference tasks. We experimentally show the
functionality of these passive optical devices in the example of decryptors trained to perform optical inference of
single or whole classes of keys through symmetric and asymmetric decryption. The decryptors, designed for operation
in the near-infrared region, are nanoprinted on complementary metal-oxide–semiconductor chips by galvo-dithered
two-photon nanolithography with axial nanostepping of 10 nm1,2, achieving a neuron density of >500 million neurons
per square centimetre. This power-efficient commixture of machine learning and on-chip integration may have a
transformative impact on optical decryption3, sensing4, medical diagnostics5 and computing6,7.

Introduction
Communication technology is a cornerstone of modern

society, making the secure exchange of information more
important than ever. This demand to preserve the privacy of
information, systems and networks8,9 has led to the devel-
opment of rigid authentication schemes, which require a
specific decryption key, and flexible authentication schemes
using a multitude of keys. While in large-scale commu-
nication systems, data are transferred through optical sig-
nals, decryption is mostly performed in the electronic
domain, requiring costly conversion of the information.
Executing cryptography directly in the optical domain offers
several advantages inherent to optical signals, such as pro-
pagation at the speed of light, direct information processing
in two-dimensional space and parallelism. With this

motivation, considerable effort has been devoted to optical
security schemes through the use of phase masks10–13,
which can be used as physical encryption and decryption
keys. These phase masks are usually designed by optimi-
sation algorithms, such as the Gerchberg–Saxton itera-
tion10–12 or wavefront matching13. The resulting optically
enabled encryption/decryption systems require multiple
passes through different sets of bulky phase masks and
lenses to encrypt and retrieve a message. Moreover, with
their rigid constraints on inputs and keys, phase mask-based
systems fail to meet the requirements for flexible authen-
tication schemes, as used in biometric security.
By employing machine learning methods in optical cryp-

tographic protocols, the limitations faced in traditional bulky
optical security schemes10–13 can be overcome, paving the
way for a new generation of compact optically enabled
machine learning decryption systems for enhanced authen-
tication solutions. Through computer-based machine
learning training, the decryptors learn the ability to decode a
multitude of messages and map them into a desired output,
thus acquiring the capability of selectively recognising one
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